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11Abstract
12This study contributes to our understanding of meaning making in CSCL environments by
13examining a specific aspect of collaborative problem solving in which students improvise,
14introduce, and make meaning with representations in disciplinary domains. These situations
15include the embodied and imaginative processes of discovering new representational possi-
16bilities and artifact meanings. Much of the research on student-generated representations
17examines situations in which students are asked by a teacher or researcher explicitly to produce
18representations. However, we need more knowledge about how students within CSCL settings
19introduce representations from outside of the designed environment or intended task in order to
20solve a problem. To unpack the processes of collaborative improvisation and meaning making,
21we take a sociocultural stance towards imagining. This stance involves considering the socially
22and materially situated ways that participants express new possibilities and alternative situa-
23tions that extend beyond the present reality. Focusing on a specific task based on maps as
24disciplinary representations, we analyze video data of upper secondary physics students
25working in small groups in a co-located CSCL environment. To characterize shifts across
26boundaries of several modalities including the verbal and gestural, digital and physical, and 2-
27dimensional and 3-dimensional, we identify emergent representations as imaginative produc-
28tions. The findings extend current research on collaborative meaning making by bringing
29attention to the processes through which improvised representations emerge.. This knowledge
30is key to facilitating the discovery of representational possibilities in CSCL environments.
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34Introduction

35One of the fundamental themes of CSCL research involves exploring how small groups of
36students navigate multimodal constellations of representations and artifacts, yet we know little
37about the precise means through which improvised representations emerge in collaborative
38scientific discourse. The roles of different modes and multiple representations in student
39learning processes are particularly important as digital representations become more sophisti-
40cated and complex, and as new forms of computer-supported participation and collaboration
41are identified.
42Prain and Waldrip (2006) draw a useful distinction between multiple and multimodal
43representations: Multiple representations encompass the practice of repeating and re-
44representing the same concept through different representational forms. Multimodal represen-
45tations constitute the integration of different modes (e.g. spoken and written language, draw-
46ings, and gestures) within one representation or across several representations to construct a
47concept. Computers have been acknowledged for their potential to support student learning by
48linking multiple representations in ways that support broader conceptual understanding (White
49and Pea 2011). Moreover, digital learning environments (Tang et al. 2011) and mobile learning
50(Nordby et al. 2017) provide settings where the interplay of modalities can be studied in a pure
51form. In CSCL environments, these kinds of arrangements might occur within an entirely
52online environment containing multiple modes of interacting (e.g. through a text chat and
53digital white board (ÇakIr et al. 2009)), or might involve face-to-face collaboration in a place
54containing physical and digital elements (e.g. using gesture and language over an interactive
55tabletop (Davidsen and Ryberg 2017; Evans et al. 2011)). In the latter case, referential shifts
56between digital and physical features of the setting are fundamental to the activity.
57Often, it is the interaction with digital representations through dialogue and collaboration
58that gives particular insight into how students learn with multiple modalities. These kinds of
59collaborative sense-making processes with designed digital representations have received
60significant attention in CSCL (ÇakIr et al. 2009; Dwyer and Suthers 2006; Furberg et al.
612013). However, the use of student-generated representations has received less attention than
62how students understand representations provided as a part of a CSCL environment (Prain and
63Tytler 2012). In one example from a CSCL setting for mathematics, Çakir et al. (2009)
64demonstrated that small groups of students in a multimodal workspace integrated drawings
65on a virtual white board with text-based interaction to maintain a continuous meaning-making
66trajectory. In another study that focused on a face-to-face CSCL environment, Medina and
67Suthers (2013) showed how students using collaborative drawing software and table top
68resources for building electric circuits configure “the environment through multiple surfaces
69to mediate their meaning making” (p. 333).
70These studies clearly suggest a growing interest in the processes through which students
71introduce and generate their own representations in the context of scientific problem solving.
72However, the majority of research on student-generated representations considers representations
73students are explicitly prompted to produce as part of a designed aspect of a classroom task (or
74CSCL environment). Much less attention has been paid to cases when, in order to solve a problem,
75students introduce unprompted representations by drawing on resources from outside the designed
76environment or task. We refer to such situations as involving improvised representations.
77Improvised representations are in many ways similar to what Enyedy (2005) refers to as
78invented representations. In this important study, Enyedy traces the trajectory of an elementary
79school classroom working with maps as they (re)invent topographical lines as a means for
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80expressing height on a two-dimensional map. Looking particularly at gesture in the context of
81the broader sociomaterial setting of a classroom, the study demonstrates “that the students and
82the teacher opportunistically assembled resources to understand and solve their collective
83problem” (Enyedy 2005, p459). It is this spontaneous assembling of resources in a collabo-
84rative act of meaning making that characterizes both improvised and invented representations.
85However, there is an important difference: Though students adopt everyday resources in order
86to invent this new representation, the context of invented representations includes a lesson plan
87and a teacher guiding them to this invention. In contrast, we define improvised representations
88as developed by students as a means to solve another problem, not the result of a classroom
89activity that is intended to produce specific representational outcomes.
90Research on the use and emergence of such improvised representations constitutes a
91significant gap in CSCL literature, and attending to the ways that students expand their local
92context to create new representational possibilities will give us a richer understanding of
93student problem solving and meaning-making practices. It is important to understand not only
94the collaborative learning processes in designed, controlled, or intended contexts, but also the
95unexpected ways that learners alter their activities and resources. Attending to this gap
96involves generating knowledge about the complexity of learning situations in which students
97are using and improvising representations when working on tasks that are digitally mediated,
98sometimes without the immediate presence of a teacher. Such learning situations involve
99students’ use of imagination to reorganize their local environment in order to meet their
100particular problem-solving needs. Additionally, deepening our understanding of the cases
101when students work outside of the planned CSCL environment can contribute to the design
102of more effective tools and resources.
103We define improvised representations as visual and material artifacts and embodied actions that
104may begin in everyday use and transition to disciplinary (scientific) practice. One particularly
105illustrative instance of the kind of phenomenon that we refer to is drawn from our dataset in this
106study. A pair of students, in attempting to depict the shortest path of an airplane traveling fromOslo
107toNewYork, brought out awrapped sandwich from a backpack to stand in for amodel of the earth.
108Holding the sandwich between them, the pair took turns tracing possible flight paths over the
109curved surface of the sandwich. Thus, through the improvisation of the students, one of the
110multitude of everyday objects that populate classrooms (i.e. lunch) developed meaning as a
111disciplinary representation in the form of a three-dimensional map. Students’ everyday experiences
112and objects can function as mediational means for discussing disciplinary issues and solving tasks
113when engaging in academic matters (Silseth 2018).
114Research on collaborative learning with multiple representations has shown that students
115demonstrate significant creativity in their ability to navigate and shift between material and
116digital representations (White and Pea 2011). Groups of students make meaning by drawing on
117emergent and often unexpected representations. However, we have limited understanding
118about where these unexpected representations come from and how they develop. We take this
119observation as basis for our study that focuses on the emergent use of representations in the
120context of imaginative problem solving. We address the following research question:

121122How do small groups of students collaboratively improvise, introduce, and make
123meaning with representations that extend across multiple modalities?

124We address these questions empirically by looking at how small groups of students use a web-
125based learning module with a map task that compares two- and three-dimensional spatial repre-
126sentations. As we will describe below, early observations of students revealed that this particular
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127task seemed to invite students to introduce and improvise with new representations. In the
128following sections, we will first outline our theoretical approach to collaborative meaning making.
129We then introduce sociocultural approaches to imagining as an exploratory concept to account for
130the ways that new representational uses are discovered and to frame the ways students interpret this
131particular task. We then turn to a review of the disciplinary aspects of maps as representations with
132particular affordances, which in turn sets the stage for our study.

133Meaning making and representations in CSCL environments

134In this study, we adopt sociocultural theory as an overarching perspective on learning. This
135implies that learning is considered to be a socially- and environmentally-situated process of
136meaning making in which participants develop interpretations of activities and contexts
137together (Suthers 2006; Vygotsky 1978; Wertsch 1993). For the purposes of this study, we
138focus on meaning making that occurs in small groups through face-to-face interaction in a
139CSCL setting. In contrast to individualist epistemologies which highlight knowledge as
140information structures which may be attributed to one member of the group, sociocultural
141approaches to meaning making emphasize the participation processes of group members as
142emergent meanings in the group as a whole (Gee and Green 1998; Greeno 1997). Language
143and gesture are considered to be psychological tools that mediate interpretations of the context.
144Thus, a verbal utterance or explanatory gesture reflects the group meaning-making process as
145opposed to reflecting an individual’s isolated cognition. Physical tools and material artifacts,
146including visual representations, also mediate these interpretations while simultaneously
147constituting aspects of the context (Duranti and Goodwin 1992; Van Oers 1998; Enyedy
1482005). These artifacts are not containers of meaning but are rather embedded with meaning
149potentials through historical use and cultural practices (Wertsch 1993). As one example
150relevant for this study, maps, as cultural and historical artifacts, mediate a variety of
151activities from navigation to design, and their use and meanings develop over long
152trajectories within and across these particular disciplines. Suthers (2006) emphasizes that these
153referential resources become embedded with meaning through processes of negotiation by
154participants. These negotiations include building on prior interpretations made relevant
155through language, gesture, or the manipulation of the representation. Suthers notes,

156157In this manner, collaboratively constructed external representations facilitate subsequent
158negotiations; increasing the conceptual complexity that can be handled in group inter-
159actions and facilitating elaboration on previous conceptions. The expressive and index-
160ical affordances of a medium will affect its value as a referential resource. (2006, p. 329)

161In other words, a small group of collaborators needs to be able to perceive and communicate
162about the relevant features of a representation for it to be taken up as a meaning-making
163resource. Another implication of our use of sociocultural theory is that the status of a particular
164object’s mediating function as a representation cannot be removed from its use in context.
165Zemel and Koschmann (2013) articulate this characteristic of representations by arguing that
166objects only become representations when their indexical properties become relevant in use:

167168Objects, be they drawings, gestures, graphs, texts, formulae, etc., are not themselves
169representations. We hold that representations are these objects and the way they are used
170in referential work. This makes representations referential resources used in the pursuit
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171of interactional goals or outcomes that achieve their meaning through their referential
172use. In our view, no object is inherently representational in and of itself. (p. 67)

173In this sense, representational qualities of an object emerge in situated practice. However,
174although we adopt this broader perspective on representations as practices (Greeno and Hall
1751997), we are particularly interested in improvised representations as being adopted from
176outside of the intended activity; representations that are not provided by the teacher or
177designed into the learning resource. To characterize this distinction and to deepen our
178understanding of the phenomenon, we introduce a perspective built on sociocultural ap-
179proaches to imagining.

180Imagining with representations

181One contribution that we wish to make through this study is the introduction of sociocultural
182perspectives on imagining into the CSCL field; this concept may in particular help us to understand
183the phenomenon of improvised representations. Imagining, from a sociocultural perspective, is an
184interactional process that involves the ways a group of participants interact with each other and the
185world to express possibilities and situations that are different from the present reality (Nishizaka
1862003; Murphy 2004; Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009; Zittoun and Gillespie 2015; Steier and
187Kersting in press). Imagining, like other sociocultural processes, develops through interaction
188between and among participants and their environment. Linking imagination to collaboration
189contrasts with a long tradition of studying imagination as the mental images of individuals
190(Nishizaka 2003). Imagination includes seeing, creating, and communicating new ideas, and is
191thus required to see the representational qualities and possibilities of an object (Zittoun and
192Gillespie 2015). Imagination thus expands the representational possibilities of a designed CSCL
193setting. The context of being included in a textbook, in a lecture, or in a web resource canmake the
194indexical properties of a particular (potential) representation explicit. That is, the representational
195relationship between an image and a concept or phenomena can be framed by the pedagogical
196situation. When objects exist outside of that situation, or are framed in a different way, learners use
197their imagination to recognize representational needs of a specific task and to develop new or
198unexpected meanings.
199In line with previous research on imaginative processes in math and science, we regard
200imagining as distributed in ecologies of local materials and resources (Hutchins 2010;
201Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009). As proposed by Nemirovsky and Ferrara (2009), mathematical
202imagination “can illuminate the roles of tools and materials—not as ‘embodiments’ of
203mathematical ideas, but as means to productively extend the horizon of possibilities that
204students come to entertain” (p. 173). Imaginative activity thus involves working with the
205representational affordances of a given setting, and the flexibility to allow the expression and
206exploration of alternative situations that differ from that of the immediate “reality”. Charac-
207terizing imagination as materially and physically situated implies that imagining depends on
208attention to features and resources of the local environment (Hutchins 2010; Jornet and Steier
2092015). In other words, a learner’s ability to explore possibilities and to bring new ideas into the
210world depends to a great extent on the ways that aspects of the setting can be productively
211appropriated in order to depict these ideas.
212Characterizing imagination as a social process means that a group of people may explore
213(imagined) possibilities through communicative processes. Alternate situations and abstract
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214ideas may be co-created or considered by participants through the mutual elaboration of
215semiotic resources like language, artifacts, and bodily performances. Conceptualizing imagi-
216nation as a social process suggests how important imagining may be in school situations such
217as small group work, teacher facilitated discussion, and the production of knowledge artifacts
218(Furberg 2016; Furberg et al. 2013). This approach to imagining allows us to draw on findings
219from studies of collaborative learning, shared representations, communicative practices, and
220problem solving. Analytically this implies that researchers can study imaginative processes in
221small group settings by attending to the semiotic productions that participants develop to
222interact with alternative situations.
223Finally, imagination is also an embodied process (Lakoff and Johnson 1999; Murphy
2242004; Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009; Steier and Kersting in press). This may be viewed
225as an extension of the notion of imagining as not bounded by the brain of an individual.
226Imagination is considered embodied because it depends on the sensory experiences of
227one or more bodies interacting in the world, as well as on our bodies’ functions as tools
228to think and communicate with. For example, in a recent study by Steier and Kersting (in
229press), upper secondary physics students trying to imagine the nature of gravity drew on
230a variety of bodily forms of knowing including past experiences of the feeling of
231gravitational forces on one’s feet, on the imagined scenario of placing one’s own body
232in outer space, and on the communicative properties of hand gestures to depict the
233trajectory of objects under the influence of gravity. Attending to these diverse embodied
234aspects of imagining is thus crucial for gaining a more complete understanding of
235productive imagining.
236Studies of imagination have often been restricted to children’s play and fantasy and to arts
237disciplines. Increasingly, however, disciplinary forms of imagining are recognized and devel-
238oped. For example, in architecture (Murphy 2004) and exhibition design (Jornet and Steier
2392015), designers often engage in “embedded skits” as a strategy for acting out and performing
240the experience of being in a future space. These performances allow participants to consider
241the implications of design decisions in the present by collectively imagining their outcomes.
242Similarly, in the discipline of mathematics, mathematical imagination involves maintaining a
243collection of possible consequences for actions in the present (Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009;
244Nemirovsky et al. 2012). Nemirovsky and Ferrara (2009) illustrate this process through the
245ways that students in an algebra class consider the possible triangles that might form by
246projecting a set of intersecting lines. Thus, mathematical symbols characterize possible
247outcomes instead of describing present situations.
248Imagining is an important analytical lens for making sense of improvised representations
249for several reasons. First, the act of recognizing the representational needs of the task requires
250imagining that a potential resource might be useful in solving the task. Students recognize that
251their capacity to complete a task may be improved if they alter their current material
252environment and introduce a new representation. This recognition involves imagining other
253possibilities for exploring their current situation. Second, imagination is required to assign new
254meanings to improvised representations. Seeing a sandwich as representing the earth, or one’s
255hand as a stand in for a map depends on imagining. Finally, exploring different possibilities
256with these improvised representations also requires imagining. For example, tracing a possible
257pathway over the imaginary map, or rotating the “basketball” earth to find a useful orientation
258are also best understood as ways to explore possibilities, and therefore as imaginative acts
259(Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009). In the next section we discuss maps as a particular type of
260disciplinary representation.
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261Maps and mapping as learning domain

262By compressing geographic structures to human scale, maps give us access to reality beyond
263our reach (Wood 2010). In providing a small and simple model, maps are representation of the
264surface of the earth that can be used in place of the earth itself (Anderson and Leinhardt 2002).
265By representing spatial and temporal features of the world, maps reorganize space in ways that
266allows us to establish a geometric correspondence between our reality and a map (Downs and
267Liben 1991).
268As long as there have been maps, however, cartographers and mathematicians have
269grappled with the impossibility of portraying the earth in two dimensions (Snyder 1993).
270There are two distinct challenges: first, the surface of the earth is curved. Converting a curved
271surface to a planar one necessitates “stretching” and “squashing” of some areas of the original
272surface (Brainerd and Pang 2001). Second, in moving between maps and the world, we have to
273translate between dimensions. The world is three-dimensional and we think of the surface of
274the earth as embedded in three-dimensional space. Yet, maps are essentially two-dimensional
275representations. Map projections, therefore, always involve distortions because of tensions
276between curvature and flatness and between two and three dimensions..
277The representational challenges of reading maps and dealing with cartographic distortions
278requires skills from disciplines including geography, math, astronomy, and physics (Snyder
2791993). Focusing on the learning domains of geography and astronomy, we will first shed light
280onto the distinct challenges of curvature and dimensionality respectively. Having done this
281groundwork, we will transcend disciplinary boundaries to characterize general abilities to read
282and navigate maps.
283The geography literature on learners’ challenges when working with maps is rich (Battersby
284and Kessler 2012; Bausmith and Leinhardt 1998; Wiegand 1999). General findings suggest
285that students are not competent map users (Bednarz et al. 2006). Many students lack deeper
286conceptual knowledge of how maps represent reality by introducing distortions (Anderson and
287Leinhardt 2002). Tyner (1987) went so far as to call the distorted conception of the earth
288caused by the common Mercator map the “Mercator mentality”. Indeed, reading maps entails
289an inherent complexity due to the multiple relations between the map and the curved surface of
290the earth (Anderson and Leinhardt 2002). Novices have more difficulty in moving back and
291forth between cartographic representations and the real-world objects represented. Anderson
292and Leinhardt (2002) suggest that what distinguishes an expert geographer from a novice is the
293use of a map as a tool for reasoning as opposed to reasoning with and within the map itself.
294While geographers focus on the challenges of distortion, astronomers foreground the
295problem of dimensionality. Indeed, astronomy as a fundamentally three-dimensional discipline
296poses special demands on learners because the field involves extreme distances, translations,
297and the motion of objects in a three-dimensional universe (Barab et al. 2000). Astronomy
298educators, thus, interpret spatial thinking in terms of being able to extrapolate three-
299dimensionality from two-dimensional representations (Eriksson 2014; Eriksson et al. 2014).
300They subsume the skill of “reading the sky” under a more general spatial ability (Eriksson
3012014). This ability allows learners to understand and elaborate on a three-dimensional body in
302terms of two-dimensional geometrical representations (Latour 1986). Being able to extrapolate
303from two-dimensional representations to a three-dimensional reality can be hard for learners
304because of difficulties in understanding the multidimensionality of the Universe (Eriksson
305et al. 2014). Students struggle in particular when the spatial and temporal scales are extremely
306large and thus inaccessible to direct perception (Eriksson et al. 2014).
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307While most accounts of the representational challenges of maps are situated in the disci-
308plinary discourse of a particular field, it is clear that the ability to read maps requires skills that
309transcend disciplinary boundaries. What is common to all disciplines is the understanding that
310navigating maps is a cognitively complex task. Maps reorganize space in ways that can
311contradict learner’s experiences (Taylor and Hall 2013). Yet, mastering these cognitive tasks
312has become increasingly important in light of the rise of geospatial technologies. Digital map
313services such as GoogleMaps™ have become a ubiquitous feature of daily life in the twenty-
314first century. Indeed, digital maps and the logic of space informed by them guide the daily lives
315of students. As a consequence, there is a change in how we think with maps and what counts
316as cartographic knowledge (Silvis et al. 2018).
317By acknowledging the increasingly dynamic and multi-faceted nature of map navigation
318(Farmann 2010), researchers have introduced interactive digital mapping to support a new
319form of digital literacy (Silvis et al. 2018). Digital mapping adds a dynamic facet to traditional
320paper maps when students develop spatial understanding of places (Silvis et al. 2018). Such
321learning processes often unfold through interaction. Silvis et al. (2018), for example, studied
322collaborative cartographic experiences in which learners used a computer screen and
323GoogleMaps™ as the repository and reference for their gestures. Likewise, Eriksson et al.
324(2014) call for computer simulations and hands-on experiences to facilitate the ability to
325extrapolate three-dimensionality. With the exception of these initial explorations, however,
326interactive digital maps have yet to receive much attention in the CSCL literature.
327It is against the backdrop of interactive digital mapping that we situate our study. To be able
328to answer our research question, it is important to characterize collaborative learning processes
329that are framed by shifts between digital and physical representations. In particular, such a
330characterization is useful if students introduce and improvise representations that extend across
331multiple modalities.

332Project background and task

333Data for this study were collected through a larger design-based research project called
334ReleQuant, which investigates new ways of teaching modern physics concepts through web-
335based learning modules on the topics of general relativity and quantum physics (Bungum et al.
3362015; Henriksen et al. 2014). The project takes a sociocultural stance on learning science
337(Vygotsky 1962) with a particular focus on facilitating understanding through “talking phys-
338ics” (Henriksen and Angell 2010; Lemke 1990). This focus is reflected in the design of the
339modules: several tasks invite final year upper secondary school students to discuss in pairs,
340small groups, or in plenum. Additionally, the design of the module activities is intentionally
341multimodal, asking students to write short text responses and perform simple drawing tasks, as
342well as record short verbal dialogues about the content matter.
343This study considers part of the first two design and development cycles of the general
344relativity module. The module is divided into a sequence of three chapters, which constitute
345two 90-min classroom periods. The last chapter in the general relativity module presented the
346core concept of general relativity: gravity is curvature of spacetime (for a detailed look at
347student understanding of this concept, see Kersting and Steier 2018). In a series of activities,
348students explored the geometry of curved spaces by collaboratively working with interactive
349digital maps and spacetime diagrams. The first task in this series asked students to consider and
350discuss in small groups why the flight path of a plane traveling from Oslo to New York appears
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351to be a curved line when viewed on an ordinary world map (Fig. 1). For this study, we focused
352on this single discussion task because early observations revealed that the task seemed to be
353very engaging for students inviting them to introduce and improvise with new representations.
354The purpose of the task was to introduce some of the challenges that arise when moving
355between two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations of curvature. In particular,
356students should become familiar with representational distortions. This task was followed by
357the introduction of time as a 4th dimension and gravity as a manifestation of curved four-
358dimensional spacetime. It is worth noting that the task of finding the shortest path between two
359points on a world map is not a trivial one. Anderson and Leinhardt (2002) found that a flat map
360invites map readers to use their knowledge of flat geometry; geography undergraduate students
361and preservice teachers would often carry the mathematical rule that the shortest distance
362between two points is a straight line over to the geometry of world maps.

363Data collection and methods

364We collected video data of 15 groups of students from seven final-year physics classrooms in
365five Norwegian upper secondary schools over a period of two years. The students were
366organized in small groups (each group consisted of two, three, or four students), and the
367groups were placed at desks with one laptop per group or in some cases with individual
368laptops. The classroom organization depended largely on how the teachers chose to implement
369these modules. Teachers devoted three hours of class time for this particular module with two
370units of 90 min each. Video data enables us to study in detail how students make meaning in
371situ and how they collaboratively manage the task at hand (Derry et al. 2010). Because video

Fig. 1 The airplane task in the first version of the general relativity module: A world map presents the curved
flight path between Oslo and New York and asks students: “Why do we fly over Iceland when we travel to New
York?Q2 ”
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372data capture students’ utterances, gaze and gestures, it also enables us to say something
373detailed and systematically about what types of representations students orient towards when
374engaging with the map task across the different groups, and how they engage with these
375representations.
376When reviewing the total corpus of data of the 15 groups we identified segments where
377groups were working with this map task. The map task lasted for between 1 and 12 min
378depending in part on how the teacher organized the activity and how engaging the task was for
379the students. The segments were first transcribed, translated from Norwegian, and then viewed
380multiple times noting the representations used, the use of gesture, and the gaze of the
381participants. Sequences in which new or unusual representations were introduced were noted
382for closer analysis.
383An important distinction we wish to draw is between provided representations and impro-
384vised representations. Whereas provided representations include visualizations within the web-
385based learning module, improvised representations include other productions that the students
386introduce or produce. If the students leave the web-module to search for other visualizations on
387the web, then we consider these to be improvised because they were not provided by the
388designed activity and CSCL environment. In this study we focus on such improvised repre-
389sentations in small group work.
390Our analysis is inspired by principles as outlined by Interaction Analysis and Embodied
391Interaction (Jordan and Henderson 1995; Streeck et al. 2011). The importance of analyzing
392learning and meaning making on a microlevel has been emphasized within the CSCL
393community (Furberg 2016; Krange and Ludvigsen 2008; Silseth 2012). This approach em-
394phasizes the need for analyzing meaning making and learning as sequentially organized and as
395an interactional achievement. The analytical focus is on how participants produce and respond
396to each other’s utterances turn-by-turn when collaboratively engaging in an activity, and how
397the participants orient to resources that are made available in the context of interaction
398(Ludvigsen 2012; Silseth 2018). Furthermore, gaze and gesture become part of the meaning-
399making processes, and contribute to co-construction of knowledge and meaning. In analyzing
400these aspects, we distinguish between depictive gestures and indexical/deictic gestures
401(McNeill 1992; Streeck 2009). Depictive gestures involve using the hands to produce pictorial
402representations of some external referent (Streeck 2009). For the purposes of this study, we
403characterize such productions as a type of (bodily) representation similar to other improvised
404representations because in interaction, attention is directed towards the visual/bodily aspects of
405the gesture itself. Indexical or deictic gestures such as pointing, on the other hand, are not
406considered to be improvised representations because they direct attention, not to themselves,
407but to some other feature of the world.
408The transcript convention that we employ is based on Jefferson (2004) (see Appendix).
409Because gesture is central to our analysis, we also include detailed illustrations and images of
410bodily positioning and gesture taken from screen shots of the video material. To connect the
411moments of the verbal transcript with the corresponding gesture, we also adopt a notation in
412which a “•” symbol in the transcript corresponds with the moment from the video data of the
413associated gesture (Streeck 2009). Because images are static and bodily movement and video
414data are continuous, we have made choices about the moments in time that best capture the
415movements relevant for our analysis. We view such transcription work as an important phase
416of analysis with embodied interaction (Davidsen and Ryberg 2017; Steier et al. 2015).
417Accordingly, we have emphasized gestural depictions to highlight the mutual elaboration of
418these gestures as shared representations.
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419Results

420During the initial classroom observation period, it quickly became clear that the map task
421invited the use of improvised representations. Reviewing the video data of the 15 groups, we
422noted the use of a variety of such representations including student drawings, basketballs, a
423sandwich, a tape measure, and GoogleEarth™. We identified six groups as improvising such
424representations. We additionally observed that students gestured extensively while engaged in
425this task.. Focusing only on depictive gesturing (not just pointing), we noted that nine groups
426incorporated gestural depiction into their discussions. This use of gesture and external
427representations were in addition to the use of the designed module by the groups.
428Before narrowing our focus to one particular group of students whose conversation
429illustrates how improvised representations emerged within the collaborative meaning-making
430processes of several groups, we would like to give a more general account of our findings.
431When looking at the moments that preceded the introduction of new representations, we noted
432that students engaged in activities that blurred the boundary between digital and material
433representations. In addition to discussing and interacting with digital maps displayed on the
434laptop screen, students actively made use of the material properties of the screen by, for
435example, physically tracing or measuring digital images to find the shortest distance in a map.
436More generally, we observed a high frequency of shifts across modalities. In addition to
437shifting between physical and digital representations, students frequently shifted between two-
438and three-dimensional representations while simultaneously moving between gestural and
439verbal modes of communication. This engagement in various strategies allowed students to
440fluidly shift between bodily, material, and digital representations and seemed to have helped
441the groups to both understand and overcome representational challenges of the given task.
442Specifically, we explored patterns in which several groups progressed from bodily to material
443forms of representations as they collaboratively developed more sophisticated means of
444dealing with the task. Often, students began using gestures and language as their primary
445tools of expression before turning to their local environment to identify possible “earths”.
446A common thread running through all of these meaning-making practices was the role of
447imagination in facilitating the discovery of representational possibilities and new artifact
448meanings. Here, imagination took a dual role: First, imagination allowed students to transcend
449their experience of space around them to entertain situations that differ from the present - such
450as following the route of a transatlantic flight between Oslo and New York. Second, imagi-
451nation helped students to identify the representational affordances of their current environment
452to see new possibilities in the present – such as seeing the hand as the round earth or a flat map.
453In the analysis below, we present the entire trajectory of one group working with this task.
454This group consisted of two students, here called Gunnar and Janne. This group sat at the front
455of the classroom on opposite sides of their table using a shared laptop. Gunnar and Janne spent
456seven minutes on this task, and we will present the analysis in three sequences. This group’s
457trajectory demonstrated several patterns common among other groups including the extensive
458use of improvised representations and challenges in linking a verbally expressed understanding
459of the difference between two- and three-dimensional maps with the production of a visual
460demonstration of this relationship.
461The rationale for presenting a trajectory and selecting the trajectory of this particular group
462is based on several considerations. First, focusing on trajectories enables the researcher to
463demonstrate “how multiple actions and people collectively produce phenomena” (Derry et al.
4642010, p. 22). Choosing to analyze a trajectory of one group, rather than a collection of episodes
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465from different groups, allowed us to analyze in detail how the actions of the group develop
466over time as a collaborative activity (Mercer 2008). A second consideration is about interac-
467tional transparency. That is, the group members’ verbal and gestural contributions are charac-
468terized by a high degree of explicitness (Linell 2009; Mercer 2004). In this context,
469explicitness refers to the fact that the group’s interaction provided us with a clear lens to
470examine representational practices. Third, this group introduced digital representations from
471outside the activity, including as GoogleEarth™. Focusing on this particular group enables us
472to shed light on the complex relationship between digital representations in and outside the
473task, with specific reference to representations used by many in everyday settings. Finally, the
474quality of the video data allows for clear viewing of both the face-to-face interactional aspects
475of the episode and the images on the computer screen.

476The task as a representational challenge

477In the first sequence, we observe how the map task presents itself as an educational challenge
478for Gunnar and Janne. The group interprets and formulates a brief answer to the main question
479in the map task (“explain the shape of the path”) and then begins to introduce new gestural
480representations in an attempt to provide a justification for their answer. In this sequence, the
481analytical focus is on the mutual elaboration of the gestural representations and corresponding
482language, as well as the frequent references to the map representation provided in the CSCL
483environment. Additionally, we will see imagination play an important role for the participants
484in quickly adopting improvised representations as their referents (e.g. imagining a hand as a
485map). The sequence begins as Gunnar is reading the task out loud, as displayed in Excerpt 1.
486The episode starts with Gunnar reading the task out loud “Why do we fly over Iceland
487when we travel to New York? ” and Janne immediately responds that “Because the earth is
488round and this is the shortest way” as she traces the flight path over the screen (turn 2). Gunnar
489agrees, but then pauses while lifting both hands in the air to apparently depict the surface of the
490earth (turn 3). The use of “because” sets the stage for providing justification for Janne’s
491answer, either because he wishes to clarify Janne’s response, or perhaps because he recognizes
492that part of the task is to provide justification for one’s answers. Janne then elaborates that a
493map is flat and the earth is round while she uses her hands to depict the flat map and then the
494round earth respectively (turn 4). This is the first time that she acknowledges the tension
495between flat and curved spaces. In recognizing flatness as a feature of a map representation,
496she articulates one important challenge of working with such a representation.
497Next, Gunnar contributes to positioning their reasoning as a representational challenge by
498introducing the hypothetical situation of drawing the flight path (turn 6). As he raises the key
499distinction between a two-dimensional map and a three-dimensional earth, he shifts between
500pointing to the map on the screen and a two-handed gestural depiction of the round earth.
501Thus, in a short turn of utterances, the two students have identified both the challenges of
502dimensionality and of curvature.
503Then, in turn 8, Gunnar initiates a key sequence of gestural elaboration. Gunnar places his
504left hand in a curved half-sphere shape down on the table as a stand-in for the earth. Using his
505right index finger, he slowly traces a possible trajectory of the flight path. As he questions “I
506guess?” he turns to Janne who reproduces the same depictive gesture so that both are now
507attending to their own hands simultaneously (turn 9). Thus, quite quickly the group has
508accepted that they are imagining a curved hand as the earth, but also using their other hand
509to imagine possible flight paths. Gunnar then elaborates on this gesturally constructed model
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510by pointing to an imaginary Oslo and New York and illustrating the path between them (turn
51110). In a few moves, one hand has become an earth marked by the location of cities while the
512other shows possible connecting routes of airplanes. Then, Janne (turn 11) moves her depiction
513into the table space between the pair while confirming Gunnar’s proposition of indicating the
514locations of the two cities before connecting the path between them. This movement to the
515center of the table clearly marks this mutually constructed gesture as a shared representation.
516This move also coincides with a shift from a more exploratory use of the gesture to a more
517explanatory way of talking to Gunnar. In turn 17, Janne adds an additional aspect to this
518depiction by flattening her “earth” hand onto the table and tracing a new “bowed” path (turn
51919). This move re-introduces the dimensional challenge of moving from three to two
520dimensions.
521We wish to highlight a few key aspects of this sequence. First, the group immediately
522generates a verbal answer to the question, but it seems that to move on they need to either
523elaborate on this answer, to visualize it, or to justify the response representationally to each
524other. This need for representational justification can also be framed as an imaginative
525challenge. The group has quickly recognized that they must turn to their local environment
526in order to collectively imagine the conditions for this flight path. We also wish to note that the
527key representations emerging in this sequence include the map displayed on the screen from
528the module and a sequence of depictive gestures. Importantly, the pair shifts back and forth
529between these two different representational spaces, the digital screen and the shared (physical)
530gesture space (McNeill 1992). The pair’s verbal references to the representational challenges
531of maps (i.e. that a two-dimensional object represents three-dimensional space) are accompa-
532nied by frequent shifts between representational gestures in three-dimensional space, and
533indexing gestural references to the two-dimensional map on the screen. Finally, this sequence
534clearly illustrates imagination as an interactional achievement. The pair introduces and mutu-
535ally elaborates on new depictive gesture to facilitate their intersubjective meaning-making
536process. Gunnar first introduces a particular way (curved hand down on the table) of depicting
537the problem space, which then gets taken up and elaborated on by Janne as she uses the same
538gesture to shift between the three-dimensional earth and the flattened two-dimensional map.
539The initial proposition of imagining one hand as the earth to solve the problem becomes a
540sequence of collective imagining as layers of meaning are added and alternative possibilities
541are explored.

542Struggling to become fluent in shifting representations

543As the episode continues, Janne and Gunnar begin to elaborate on the consequences of using
544flat maps as representations of three-dimensional earths, and how that shift is accomplished.
545We will see that their gestural depictions become more sophisticated in order to imagine these
546possible shifts, and that they are less reliant on the map from the computer screen. At the same
547time, they display struggles in resolving the task as they confront the limitations of their
548developing representations. We enter back into the episode in the next sequence, displayed in
549Excerpt 2, as the group expresses difficulty in articulating the shift between three and two
550dimensions.
551This sequence begins with Janne describing some of the challenges of shifting between
552three and two dimensions and the inevitable distortions that such a shift entails. In turn 22, she
553states that Norway appears to be much larger on a flat map which suggests that she is aware of
554the relevance of the issue of distortion in map projections. However, rather than completing
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555this argument by relating the distortion to curvature, Janne returns to her initial response that
556“the earth is round, so it’s the fastest route”. Gunnar laughs, acknowledging the difficulty in
557articulating their perspective, as Janne confirms that the flight path on the screen is correct “on
558a 2D map” (turn 25).
559In turn 26, Gunnar builds once again on the same gesture from the previous sequence, here
560using two hands on top of each other to show the relationship between two and three
561dimensions. With his right hand depicting a round earth on top of his left hand depicting a
562flat map, he attempts to express the conceptual shift by exploring different possibilities of
563projecting three dimensions onto two. First, he flattens his curved right hand onto his left to
564visualize how a path on his curved hand corresponds to a path on his flat hand. Both students
565have used this gesture before and Gunnar repeats it in what seems as a stepping stone for him
566to introduce a new representational shift of dimensions.
567By tilting and rotating his earth hand to form a projected curved path on top of his flattened
568‘map hand’, he chooses a tilting movement to project a curved path onto a flat space (turn 28).
569This rotation involves a new strategy for depicting the dimensional shift. Gunnar wonders
570about the length of the curved line and flatting out his hand does not seem to give him a
571satisfactory answer. In tilting his curved hand towards the flat surface of his other hand, he
572explores a possibility of projecting dimensions that does not distort the length of the arc of his
573hand. Constructing a map projection always involves a choice of what properties of three-
574dimensional space one wants to preserve e.g. area, direction, shortest distance. Moving
575between different representations of the dimensional shift, Gunnar grapples with the difficulty
576of finding a presentation that works for him in the setup of the task.
577Thus, with the same initial depiction of imagining one’s hand to be the earth, Gunnar and
578Janne present multiple ways of expressing the dimensional shift. From the perspective of
579imagination, this tilting strategy involves imagining the rotation of a surface onto a flat plane to
580imagine the projected flight path. This use of projection resembles imaginative processes
581described by Nemirovsky and Ferrara (2009) in which mathematics students imagine the shape
582of triangles through laser projections.
583In turn 31, after having performed this rotation several times, Gunnar acknowledges that
584this representation makes the most sense for him, but that this explanation is perhaps not
585sufficient as he states “I do not know” and repeats the initial verbal answer once more that “it’s
586the fastest route”. At this point, Gunnar attempts to bring the task to a close as he hits the stop
587recording button on his phone. Again, part of the task was to record their own discussion.
588However, though the pair has completed the task, Janne re-opens the discussion in turn 33
589by introducing a two-handed “ball”. She continues by returning to the previous gesture of a
590curved earth-hand sitting on top of a flat map-hand. In an important turn, Janne reverses the
591task by asking what a straight-line path on the two-dimensional map would look like on a
592three-dimensional model of the earth (turn 33). Here she traces a straight-line path between the
593two points on the computer screen while asking if translating this path onto a three-
594dimensional earth would result in a rounded path. This turn can be viewed as an imaginative
595problem-solving strategy. Here, Janne shifts between the two problem spaces and approaches
596the task of the shortest path from the opposite site. Instead of looking at the shortest path in
597three dimensions and the way its two-dimensional representation is distorted on a map, she
598starts from the shortest (straight) path on the two-dimensional map and tries to imagine what
599this path would look like in a three-dimensional setting. Posing the reversed question can be
600understood as a thought experiment or an imaginative strategy to resolve the initial task by
601entertaining alternate scenarios.
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602Gunnar jokes that that question would resolve in a straight path through the earth
603instead of along its surface which suggests a lack of consensus on what Janne was
604attempting to achieve with the proposed thought experiment. Importantly, in turn 35,
605Janne suggests that a globe would help them to visualize these paths while she turns
606and looks around the room. This suggestion demonstrates awareness of new repre-
607sentational requirements of the situation.
608In this sequence, the students alternate quickly between dealing with the two challenges of
609maps: dimension and distortion. They demonstrate awareness of the relevant issues and
610explain them in more detail. However, their strategy of applying rotational projection and
611flattening to their gestural model does not resolve the task. The struggle to become fluent in
612these shifting representations is highlighted by frequently returning to their initial verbal
613response. The gestural depiction initiated in the first sequence continues to develop through
614a mutually elaborated process. Through the lens of imagining, we see that Gunnar and Janne
615use their hands to imaginatively depict multiple aspects with this gestural representation. The
616representation mediates their collective exploration of several different possibilities
617(Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009). Janne’s introduction of a new strategy of reversing the task
618appears towards the end of the sequence. This proposed thought experiment also constitutes an
619metaimaginative production by altering the given situation with an alternative form of
620imagining in an attempt to shed light on the initial task (Steier and Kersting in press). Though
621this suggestion is not taken immediately up by Gunnar, the possibility of a three-dimensional
622globe will again become relevant in the next sequence.

623Introducing a digital earth as a resource to understand the complexity of maps

624As the episode continues, Gunnar and Janne discuss the importance of dimensionality but are
625still not able to confirm their answer of the shortest path with a suitable representation. We
626omit several of these turns from the transcript as no new representations are introduced and
627start the next excerpt at turn 54. In this third sequence, we see the group introduce a new digital
628representation from outside the module in the form of GoogleEarth™. By taking turns
629manipulating the perspective and inscribing imagined pathways on the the screen, as displayed
630in Excerpt 3, the group ultimately reaches a satisfactory resolution.
631The final sequence begins when Gunnar mentions that he might have preferred a three-
632dimensional “graph” image in the module. This prompts Janne to return to her earlier
633suggestion of using a globe. This time, she suggests searching the web (turns 55, 57) and
634Gunnar opens up a new tab. Gunnar is controlling the track pad on the laptop and opens up
635GoogleEarth™ (turns 58–60) and Janne exclaims “there yes” in recognition. This introduction
636of a new improvised representation results from the group recognizing that representational
637possibilities not currently available, namely “graph” features, might be useful in their discus-
638sion. This suggestion prompts them to reconfigure their local representational environment.
639First, Gunnar rotates the view so that it is oriented over the Atlantic Ocean with a similar
640perspective to the original two-dimensional map. Gunnar starts to identify the cities (turn 62),
641but Janne reaches in to take control of the trackpad. She orients the view directly over the
642North Pole (turn 63–65). From this perspective, Janne reaches with her extended right hand
643over the screen demonstrating a straight path between the two cities. She again confirms “Then
644you’ll see it in a way. It’s the fastest way” (turn 65–66). The particular orientation of the globe,
645combined with the path marked by Janne’s extended hand, both serve to mediate the group in
646imagining and confirming this pathway as the fastest.
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647At this point, Gunnar takes back control of the trackpad and marks the two cities using the
648cursor on the screen and the path between them (turn 67–69). Marking the imagined location
649of these cities, though not labeled on the globe, links this new representation to the work
650performed with their previous representations. Then, using her right index finger, Janne repeats
651this path while noting that the path does not actually pass over Iceland but only approaches it
652which Gunnar also agrees with (turn 70–72). These turns demonstrate a level of precision not
653available to the pair with their previous gestural depictions.
654Gunnar begins to rotate the image again saying “cool” in an apparent attempt to close the
655task. However, Janne again takes control of the trackpad and returns to her earlier thought
656experiment about reversing the question (turn 77). She rotates the view back to the original
657perspective that lines up with the map in the module. She confirms that a straight path on the
658two-dimensional map would take a “detour” well below Iceland in a path that would not be the
659fastest. They express agreement that they have resolved the task (turn 78–80). Finally, Janne
660suggests that the web-module would be improved with the inclusion of a three-dimensional
661globe instead of or in addition to the static map. With this metareflection on the representa-
662tional possibilities of the module, they move on to the next section of the module.
663In this sequence, Janne and Gunnar have reached a satisfactory conclusion to their task and
664are able to advance to the next section of the module. The introduction of GoogleEarth™ as an
665improvised representation becomes essential for them in confirming the flight route as the
666shortest path. Though Janne had suggested using a globe earlier, Gunnar’s mention of a three-
667dimensional graph allowed her to repeat this suggestion. In a process similar to their appro-
668priation of the depictive gesture in the earlier sequences, they collaboratively manipulate the
669representation by taking turns controlling the trackpad to rotate the globe and by gesturing over
670the top of the image. Imagining, in this sequence, involves the collective manipulation of the
671digital earth and the inscription of possible pathways over top that are collectively performed
672and collectively perceivable. These actions are not separate from the activity, but constitute
673imagining in action (Nishizaka 2003).
674GoogleEarth™ has a few representational affordances that differ from their previous gestural
675depictions. It allows the pair to rotate the image while preserving the dimensional relationships
676(the “graph” lines of latitude and longitude). In addition to rotation and dimensional affordances,
677GoogleEarth™ also can be thought of as a three-dimensional representation presented as a two-
678dimensional digital image. That is, the flatness of the screen allowed Janne to easily inscribe a
679two-dimensional straight line with her extended hand. These particular manipulations made it
680possible for Gunnar and Janne to crosswalk between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
681perspectives. It is also important to note that these affordances of GoogleEarth™ allowed Janne to
682return to her earlier thought experiment by confirming that the inverse of the given task is not the
683shortest route. Thus, this thought experiment, as an imaginative strategy, supports the conclusion
684that the curved path is in fact the fastest route.

685Discussion

686Our analytical work has been guided by the research question asking how small groups of
687students collaboratively improvise, introduce, and make meaning with representations that
688extend across multiple modalities. We now summarize the above findings and discuss them in
689relation to prior research on and approaches to student-generated representations in meaning-
690making processes.
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691One important aspect of the analysis involved attention to gesture as a form of improvised
692representation. The use of gestural depictions was a fairly common response among other
693observed groups engaging with the task of finding the shortest path on a map. Of the 15
694groups, we observed nine groups engage in some form of gestural depiction. This observation
695suggests that certain disciplinary tasks may prompt the use of improvised representations;
696bodily depictions are often the most immediately available resource. Additionally, introducing
697new material representations of the earth beyond the gestural such as basketballs, a sandwich,
698and drawings, was another feature of several observed groups. One group with a similar initial
699premise as Janne and Gunnar, namely imagining their fist to be the earth, inscribed flight paths
700by literally drawing on the hand with a pen to view how this path might become distorted. We
701organize the rest of the discussion around three areas: imagination in CSCL settings, shifts
702between representations and across modalities, and maps as disciplinary representations. We
703present these areas in relation to the group of Janne and Gunnar and our analysis of their
704meaning-making process.

705Imagining with representations in CSCL settings

706The task of finding the shortest path between Oslo and New York and the associated digital
707map were quickly understood to be insufficient representational resources for Gunnar and
708Janne to elaborate and justify their initial response. Accordingly, the students improvised
709several important representations while working with this task. These representations included
710gestural depiction and a digital globe. The task itself required imagining the curved line on the
711map to be the shortest path on a round earth. To mediate this imagining, the first improvised
712representation was as a gestural depiction of a round earth along with a dynamic relationship to
713a flat map and possible airplane flight paths over these flat and curved surfaces.
714Although the use of hands as representations came early in the episode, the gestural
715depictions gradually grew more sophisticated as layers of meaning were added. We saw
716how a gestural model grew out of attempts to depict a curved surface and quickly became a
717shared resource that was used and appropriated by both of the participants. Over several turns
718of interaction, the gesture became more sophisticated as Gunnar and Janne modified it, adding
719features, inscribing these features with meaning, and passing it back and forth. The location of
720the cities, strategies for alternating between two and three dimensions, and alternate flight
721paths, all became features of the representation as their collaboration progressed. The process
722through which this group developed and negotiated a representational tool with more features
723and complexity echoes the study by Enyedy (2005) in which younger students invented map
724conventions in socially coordinated activity.
725Sociocultural approaches to imagining are important for making sense of how this improvised
726representation came to be (Murphy 2004; Zittoun and Gillespie 2015). Gunnar and Janne were
727attempting to imagine conditions in which a curved line would in fact be straight. In accordance
728with this view of imagining as materially distributed (Hutchins 2010; Nemirovsky and Ferrara
7292009), we understand that the emerging gestural depiction was a mediational means to explore
730this task. The emergence of the gestures as a resource for imagining for both Janne and Gunnar
731underlines the social aspects of imagining. Imagining was required for the participants to see their
732hands as the referents, as the earth, or as a flat map. They took turns adding features to the gestures
733in turn supporting their collaborative imagining. Additionally, further layers of meaning, such as
734the location of Oslo or New York were briefly indicated indexically, but then were preserved as
735imaginative features of the constructed representation. That is, there were no visual marks
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736indicating these cities, but the initial proposals were enough for the group to refer to them in
737subsequent manipulations of the gesture. In a classic series of studies by Ochs and colleagues
738(Ochs et al. 1994; Ochs et al. 1996), professional scientists were shown to engage in imaginative
739processes (interpretive journeys) by becoming the physical phenomena and inhabiting the
740scientific representations. Similarly, Gunnar and Janne, by tracing possible flight paths were both
741entertaining possibilities for action (Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009) as well as imaginatively
742performing these journeys (Ochs et al. 1994).
743The second mode of improvised representation involved the use of GoogleEarth™. This
744representation emerged based on the representational needs of the task and came in response to
745the need for a three-dimensional depiction of the of the earth and eventually to Janne’s thought
746experiment of reversing the task. It is important to consider the conditions in which the need
747for this improvised representation were identified. First, Janne proposed a reversal of the given
748task as a kind of thought experiment. This proposal prompted her to identify a globe as a
749potentially productive resource. She did not seem to see one available in the room, and Gunnar
750did not fully take up the suggestion. However, a few turns later, Gunnar proposes that a “3D
751graph”might be helpful in shifting between two and three dimensions. Under these conditions,
752they turn to a web search. In any case, GoogleEarth™, as a representation, did not immediately
753resolve the challenge for the students. Similar to their earlier gestural depiction, the pair took
754turns rotating the model, and adding imaginary flight paths and lines over the surface of the
755image. We have thus seen how both a gestural depiction and GoogleEarth™ were improvised
756and introduced, as well as how the pair made meaning through the development of these
757representations.

758Managing shifts between representations and across modalities

759An additional important aspect of the development of improvised representations involves the
760ways that students worked together to manage shifts between representations and across
761modalities. Our findings suggest that shifts across boundaries of modalities might be a
762fundamental feature of activities that foster the emergence of improvised representations in
763collaborative meaning-making processes. The task invited students to navigate a representa-
764tional landscape that allowed them to alternate between three distinct sets of modalities: digital/
765physical, verbal/gestural, and representations of two or three dimensions.
766The three excerpts we presented in this study characterize three different stages in the
767meaning-making process of a group of students. In each stage, the patterns of shifts among
768modalities are different and help to shed light on how new representations are improvised and
769introduced. In Excerpt 1, the students shifted quickly between the digital and space of the
770learning environment and the physical space of the classroom as they tried to frame the
771representational challenge of finding the shortest path on a world map. Their conversation
772was characterized by a quick succession of moves between pointing to and tracing lines on the
773screen and developing a gestural vocabulary to represent shifts between two and three dimen-
774sions. It seems that their frequent shifts helped them to identify key issues of the task at hand.
775In Excerpt 2, the students had established an initial understanding of representational
776challenges and had probed different ways of approaching the task. They continued to explore
777the workings of maps in relation to the task. Doing so, they struggled to become increasingly
778fluent in shifting among multimodal constellations of representations. The shifts between
779digital and physical, verbal and gestural, and two- and three-dimensional representations
780seemed to have helped them deepen their understanding of what was needed to solve the task.
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781In the last excerpt, the students had gained enough familiarity with navigating the repre-
782sentational space to introduce GoogleEarth™ as yet another representation (the representation
783that would allow them to solve the task satisfactorily), and were able to orchestrate the
784interplay of different modalities successfully. The pair was fluent in their collaborative
785exploration of the digital representation, taking turns in rotating and zooming in and out of
786the map while tracing lines and flight routes on top of the screen. The shifts between modalities
787were deliberate and occurred less frequent than the swift and possibly erratic shifts we
788observed in the first episode.
789These shifts may also be conceptualized through the notion of joint attention, an important
790theme in CSCL literature. Joint attention has been examined through several different lenses
791and approaches, including the notion of group practices (Stahl 2017) to account for the ways
792that participants make their work visible to each other; through eye-tracking methods
793(Schneider et al. 2018) to record literal shifts in visual attention; and through attention to
794bodily orientation and gaze around shared digital surfaces (Evans et al. 2011). In this study, the
795participants’ joint attention across these modalities facilitated the development from individual
796gestural productions to a shared gestural practice, and ultimately to the collaborative use of the
797digital map.
798To summarize, our findings indicate that in developing improvised representations students
799shift across different modalities as a way to make meaning of and eventually master a task that
800presents them with representational challenges. Students engage in a variety of creative and
801imaginative strategies as they fluidly shift between bodily, material, and digital representations
802which thus become an important feature of imagining with improvised representations in
803CSCL environments.

804Maps as disciplinary representations

805In this study we have taken maps as a disciplinary domain to investigate the emergence and
806appropriation of improvised representations within collaborative meaning-making processes.
807While our findings extend current knowledge of how learners introduce and establish new
808representations by drawing on shared imaginative reasoning, the setting of (digital) maps
809allows us to contextualize our findings within a broader body of literature on representational
810challenges of maps.
811In particular, our findings both corroborate and extend observations of Anderson and
812Leinhardt (2002) who studied expert and novice geographers’ ability to use maps as repre-
813sentations of the surface of the earth. Our results are consistent with the observation that
814learners often try to directly manipulate maps, e.g. by curling maps physically, in order to
815“look through the map and connect it to the globe” (Anderson and Leinhardt 2002). The
816authors characterized these manipulations as a weak visualization strategy in that learners were
817not able to connect their image of the curved earth or globe back to the flat map representation.
818A robust strategy, on the other hand, was characterized by the great extent to which it allowed
819learners to establish such a connection. In other words, competent readers of maps were able to
820use maps as a tool for reasoning while novices reasoned with and within the map itself
821(Anderson and Leinhardt 2002). Moreover, Anderson and Leinhardt noted that learners who
822displayed weak visualization strategies would often draw on other resources (such as knowl-
823edge of flight routes) to assist them in solving their tasks. Our study extends these findings.
824Among the 15 observed groups we identified similar patterns of reasoning with and within the
825maps as well as the need to draw on new objects and gestures for representational assistance
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826when finding the shortest path on a world map. However, instead of just identifying this issue,
827we focused on the imaginative processes of improvising and introducing new representations
828in. This detailed approach provides an insight into how learners might transition from
829everyday reasoning within the map itself to more sophisticated uses of maps as a tool for
830reasoning – a crucial distinction emphasized by Anderson and Leinhardt (2002).
831Maps mediate a unique type of CSCL activity in that they reorganize space in ways
832that contradict our experience of the physical world (Taylor and Hall 2013). Accordingly,
833we emphasize the importance of imaginative reasoning when collaborating and commu-
834nicating with digital and physical maps. Students must transcend their experience of
835perceptible space to interact with spaces that are different from the present situation.
836Above all, this is the case when the spatial and temporal scales of the maps are too large
837to be compared with the everyday experiences of students (Eriksson et al. 2014), as is the
838case with intercontinental flights on a global scale. Even though maps are a ubiquitous
839feature of everyday life, reading and navigating maps requires imagining that is often
840overlooked in cartographic instruction. Understanding how maps represent curved spaces
841requires instruction that allows students to fluently navigate representational shifts across
842modalities of medium and dimension.

843Concluding remarks

844Based on studies of collaborative learning with multiple representations, we know that students
845employ creativity as they navigate and shift between material and digital representations
846(White and Pea 2011), and as they reconfigure representations to understand a problem
847(Enyedy 2005). Interactional approaches to students’ use of representations in CSCL environ-
848ments have articulated the processes through which these representations develop meanings
849(ÇakIr et al. 2009; Dwyer and Suthers 2006; Furberg et al. 2013). However, even in well-
850designed CSCL environments, students may have difficulty expressing particular ideas within
851the given representational constraints. In such situations, students may look for new opportu-
852nities to make their understandings relevant and perceivable to collaborators. In this study, we
853have identified improvised representations as an important feature of many problem-solving
854situations that are located in the real world. Attention to where such representations come from
855extends the CSCL field by highlighting the fact that collaborative learning may occur with
856representations outside of the designed environment or task. More specifically, our study has
857showed in detail how students within CSCL settings improvise new representations in order to
858solve a problem, and how this is enacted as a collaborative achievement, involving both verbal,
859bodily and digital resources. In a recent squib in this journal, Stahl (2017) argues that attending
860to group practices gives insight into the kind of pervasive, yet often invisible, work of novice
861learners. We suggest that improvised representations are one such form of locally enacted
862group practice that has remained invisible precisely because they emerge from outside the
863designed environment. We saw that the particular task in this study seemed to prompt such
864improvised representations and we hope that future research can help us better understand the
865qualities and features of such tasks. Our findings demonstrate that improvised representations
866develop collectively, as mutually elaborated forms which develop meaning as they are passed
867back and forth among participants. Importantly, these forms shift across modalities in response
868to the representational affordances of the given modality. Gestural depictions support quickly
869expressed relationships but may lack the precision of a digital simulation of a globe.
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870Additionally, this study extends CSCL research by proposing a sociocultural approach to
871imagining as a means to understand several different aspects of collaboration with representations.
872This approach emphasizes that students’ imagination of new representational possibilities for
873solving problems is a collaborative enterprise, not restricted to the realm of individual cognition
874or mental images,. We identified how imaginative processes were required for participants to
875recognize that altering their local representational environment might be productive. Additionally,
876imagination was essential to perceiving new representations as their referents in interaction. By
877approaching imagining as a means to “extend the horizon of possibilities that students come to
878entertain” (Nemirovsky and Ferrara 2009, p. 173), we documented how students employed
879sophisticated imaginative practices to consider, compare, and test out ways of expressing possible
880flight paths and the corresponding changes in dimensionality. Treating the given task as an
881imaginative challenge also accounts for the way students in this study moved beyond their initial
882verbal response to a manipulation of the local environment. Imagining as a collaborative learning
883process involves both considering situations that are different from the perceivable present and
884seeing new possibilities in the present. More broadly, we argue that imagination, along with
885improvised representations, are productive analytic concepts for expanding our understanding of
886where and how meaning-making unfolds in CSCL environments.
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892Q4Sign Explanation
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896[ Brackets indicate where overlapping talk starts
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903• Dot marks where the corresponding gesture figure occurs in the transcript
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